Meet the Insta therapist
who deleted her social
media accounts
Maryhan Baker says she was sickened to
hear that clients looking for professional
help had been directed by algorithms to
dark material
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Maryhan Baker: ‘For a long time, I had been increasingly uncomfortable about the fact I
was encouraging my teenage clients to cut down or stop using social media, while I was
using it myself every day’

Like many therapists, Maryhan Baker had found social
media irresistible as a tool for sharing mental health

advice and raising her profile. Parents have followed her
tips – published under the name Dr Maryhan – on
platforms like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram for up to a
decade.
But earlier this month, she posted an update that caused
a stir among her thousands of followers: Baker announced
she was giving up social media and deleting all her
accounts.
Colleagues described severing such a key line of
communication with clients as “business suicide”, while
families expressed concern at no longer being able to
access her free advice.
But, Baker explains, the burgeoning body of evidence that
social media harms young people’s mental health had
reached such a point that it became unjustifiable for her to
continue using it.
“For a long time, I had been increasingly uncomfortable
about the fact I was encouraging my teenage clients to
cut down or stop using social media, while I was using it
myself every day,” says Baker, herself a mother of two,
when we meet on Zoom.
“On the one hand, I was trying to reassure young people,
whose anxieties or eating disorders were worsened by
what they saw on social media, that they didn’t need to
live their lives on it. And on the other hand, I was relying
on it to communicate with parents and promote my

business. It seemed hypocritical and it jarred with me.”
Baker had been sickened to hear from clients that they
had looked online for professional help for conditions such
as eating disorders, anxiety or self-harm and had been
directed by social media algorithms to darker material,
such as pro-anorexia or suicide information.
The final straw, she says, was hearing the evidence given
by Facebook whistleblower Frances Haugen last month.
Haugen said the social media giant’s own research
showed online abuse “follows children into their
bedrooms” and apps like Instagram worsen body image
issues among girls, but it continued to put profit first.
Such leaks have prompted many to reassess whether
children should be using social media at all. Last week, the
beauty retailer Lush announced it was closing its accounts
on Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat and TikTok until the
sites do a better job of protecting users from harmful
content.
Baker says teenage brains haven’t developed the
emotional maturity to rationalise the difference between
the images they see on social media and reality.
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“In those angst-ridden teenage years, teenagers are
programmed to want to belong and they naturally
compare themselves with others,” she says. “When they
see an image on Instagram, their reaction is to think that
person is happier than them because they’re wearing the
right things or because they’re a certain weight. They
can’t fully understand that these images are orchestrated,
not reality.”
Social media interactions can set up severe anxiety in the
teenage brain, she adds.
“None of us are immune to that feeling of comparison with
images of others or the compulsion to check comments or
likes on our posts. The difference is, if you are confident
and comfortable with who you are as an adult, you can

see that the numbers on your social media don’t equate to
how much value you have as a person. Whereas for a
teenager, that’s absolutely how they feel.”
She also worries about the increasing use of phones and
tablets for studying, learning, interacting with friends and
shopping. Such issues have also been brought to a head
by the pandemic, which has seen an explosion of mental
health problems in children, with one in six now suffering
from a diagnosable condition, up from one in nine in 2017.
The combination of home-schooling via computers and
physical isolation from friends has led to young people
spending more time than ever before in front of a screen.
“We are living in a world of constant notifications and
constant interruptions to our thoughts. So many schools
now expect homework to be done on an app and we are
moving children towards always being on devices,” says
Baker.
“The problem is, if you have social media apps loaded on
that device too, it’s almost impossible for a young person
to ignore notifications – which are designed to draw us in.
They can get led down a rabbit hole and lose 20 minutes
before they even realise what’s happened.”
So, if social media is so harmful, is it time all parents
followed Baker’s example and quit it?
“Teenagers are much more likely to do what they see than

what we say,” says Baker, whose own children are 21 and
18. “If your children are seeing you instantly responding to
notifications, scrolling through social media – or even just
if your phone is always with you – then they see that as a
normal part of life.
“If we want our children to model good social media use,
we have to look at what we are doing and what behaviour
we are modelling.”
She admits she’s often been guilty of not following this
advice herself.
“I’ve certainly had conversations with my own teens,
where I’ve said: ‘You’re always on your phones!’ and
they’ve replied ‘Well Mum, you’re always checking your
‘work emails’, with heavy sarcasm.”
Lockdown hasn’t helped parents keep phones at a
distance either.
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“We’ve been working more remotely and there has been
probably more of a need for us to be contactable, [so] the
lines have become very blurred about what’s work time
and what’s down time,” she says.
The key way to offset this is to keep all devices out of
bedrooms and make space for “tech-free time” at home,
she advises. “Saying consciously and deliberately: ‘I’m
putting my device away, I’m connecting with you and
giving you my undivided attention’ is so important.”
Of course, deleting your social media accounts is one way
to guarantee you use your phone less. Baker says doing
so has freed up about seven hours a week, which she
previously spent creating posts, and saved her countless
minutes by not constantly checking notifications.

She says social media can be a force for good and that
thousands of people benefit from advice and support
given out for free on platforms like Facebook and TikTok. It
has also undoubtedly helped drive the success of her
business – she has been warned she will struggle to be
seen as “legitimate” now new clients cannot check her out
her credentials on social media.
She hopes to replace some of these virtual interactions
with a weekly newsletter. “I can provide the same level of
advice and I am more comfortable knowing that if you
open an email you are not ending up scrolling mindlessly
or getting directed to content which could be damaging,”
she explains.
The reaction to her decision – with some saying they
wished they could do the same – shows, she says, the
level of our addiction to social media.
It shows we feel we can’t live without it – and that’s really
scary because if we as adults are saying that, what hope
is there for our teenagers to be able to moderate their use
of it?”

Have you considered giving up social
media? Let us know in the comments
section below
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